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Friendship quotes love and relationships

It is no surprise why there are so much friendship quotes. We don’t live our lives separated from others,
whether we like it or no - we are all connected to each other in some way.

Aug. 5, 2010 - PRLog -- It is no surprise why there are so much friendship quotes. We don’t live our lives
separated from others, whether we like it or no - we are all connected to each other in some way. There is
also a well known research that concludes that we are far from any person in this world by five people. For
example, you might know who I am (the writer of this article). Because there is a chain of people that know
each other from you to me. 

It is true that people are come and go but friendship last forever. Of course it is not possible to keep in
touch will all of them because of many reasons: they live far away, they don’t have the same interested or
too much busy. But a true friendship can overcome those obstacles and last longer. It is all depends on one
thing: how you maintain the friendship relationship. It is like a beautiful flower that needs to be irrigated,
get a lot of sun and hoe the ground from once in awhile. 

Friendship quotes can also teach us why it is so important to have friends. You can always trust them, tell
them what is on your mind and just have fun together. Some times when the friendship between two people
is so successful it develops to another level – love relationship.

It is up to you – you can build relationships and even break them but what ever you do it is your choice, so
please remember that a true friendship is so rare. It might take even years to build it and on the other hand
only few second to destroy it. When you find a true friend don’t let him or her to go away. You can also
read some friendship quotes not only to learn about your situation, but also to learn how to maintain it and
make it last forever.

for more friendship quotes please visit: http://www.best-friendship-quotes.info/

# # #

Read the best heartbreak quotes on this website: http://heartbreak.sad-quotes.info/ to make you feel better.
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